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INTRODUCTION 

A. Identification of Witness 

What is your name and business address? 

My name is Lawrence S. Alongi. My business address IS Three Lincoln Centre, 

Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois 60181-4260. 

By what entity and in what position are you employed? 

1 am employed by Commonwealth Edison Company ("CornEd") in the position of 

Manager, Retail Rates. 

B. Purposes of Testimony 

What are the purposes of your testimony? 

1 address the background associated with the current supply charges applicable· to 

customers receiving service under Rate BES - Basic Electric Service ("Rate BES"), 

13 . including information pertaining to the history associated with that supply rate design. 1 

14 also provide various options that might be considered to migrate to a cost-based supply 

15 rate design for Rate BES over time. 

16 
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C. Background and Qualifications 

Mr. Alongi, what are your educational background and business experience? 

1 have a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering from Northwestern 

University (Evanston, lL). 1 have been employed by CornEd since July 1974. During 

that time, 1 have had assignments in field engineering, project engineering, distribution 

planning, system planning, distribution engineering, and rates. 1 have held positions as 

District Engineering Supervisor, Area Engineering Supervisor, Planning Supervisor, 

Assistant Division Engineer, Division Engineer, and Senior System Rate Administrator. 
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In March 1998, I assumed my present position as Manager, Retail Rates (the Retail Rates 

Department then was called the Rate Department, and my position was then called 

Director of Rates). Since I assumed my present position in 1998,.I also have been a 

member of the Edison Electric Institute ("EEl") Economic Regulation and Competition 

Committee, now called the EEl Rate Committee. 

Mr. Alongi, what are your current duties and responsibilities? 

My primary duties are to plan and direct the development and implementation of 

CornEd's retail tariffs. These duties include the planning and direction of CornEd's retail 

rate design, activities to support the cost of service study, and retail rate administration. I 

also direct. the preparation of the necessary filings of such tariffs with the Illinois 

Commerce Commission ("Commission"). 

Mr. Alongi, have you previously testified before the Commission? 

Yes. I testified before the Commission in each of CornEd's delivery service rate cases 

since 1999, Docket Nos. 99-0117, 01-0423, 05-0597, 07-0566, and 10-0467. Also, I 

testified in CornEd's transitional fmtding instrument proceeding (Docket No. 98-0319), 

CornEd's competitive service declaration proceeding (Docket No. 02-0479), CornEd's 

2005 procurement proceeding (Docket No. 05-0159), and several customer complaint 

cases. I also submitted a detailed affidavit in CornEd's 2007 procurement proceeding 

(Docket No. 07-0531). In addition, I testified in the proceeding for the Commission's 

investigation of CornEd's rate design (Docket No. 08-0532) ("2008 Rate Design 

Investigation") and CornEd's uncollectible cost recovery proceeding (Docket No. 09-

0433). 
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D. Glossary of Terms 

Do you utilize specific terms and acronyms in this testimony? 

Yes., An alphabetical listing of descriptions. and definitions of various tenus and 

acronyms used in this direct testimony is provided in CornEd Ex. 1.1 - Glossary of 

Tenus. 

E. Itemized Attachments to Testimony 

What exhibits are attached to your testimony? 

The following is a list of the exhibits attached to this testimony and a brief description of 

each: 

• As previously noted CornEd Ex 1.1 is an alphabetical listing of descriptions and 

definitions of various tenus and acronyms used in this direct testimony. 

• CornEd Ex. 1.2a provides the results of an analysis in which movement to a cost

based supply rate design for all customers served under Rate BES is accomplished 

by setting a cap at a total annual bill increase of no more than ten percent ("10%") 

for the seventy-fifth ("75th") percentile residential customers, while at the same 

time limiting the overall total anImal bill increase for lighting customers to no 

more than twenty percent ("20%"). For the analysis, CornEd's overall costs to 

procure electricity supply for customers served under Rate BES were assumed to 

remain static. Additionally, CornEd's delivery service charges were assumed to 

remain static for this analysis. 

• CornEd Ex. l.2b provides the results of an analysis with the same parameters as 

the analysis in CornEd Ex. 1.2a except that CornEd's overall costs to procure 
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electricity supply for customers served under Rate BES were assumed to increase 

gradually at five percent ("5%") per year. 

CornEd Ex. 1.2c provides the results of an analysis with the. same parameters as 

the analysis in CornEd Ex. 1.2a except that CornEd's overall costs to procure 

electricity supply for customers served underRate BES were assumed to decrease 

gradually at 5% per year. 

CornEd Ex. 1.3a provides the results of an analysis in which movement to a cost

based supply rate design for all customers served under Rate BES is accomplished 

over a fixed time period of five years. For the analysis, CornEd's overall costs to 

procure electricity supply for customers served under Rate BES were assumed to 

remain static. Additionally, CornEd's delivery service charges were assumed to 

remain static for this analysis. 

CornEd Ex. l.3b provides the results of an analysis with the same parameters as 

the analysis in CornEd Ex. 1.3a except that CornEd's overall costs to procure 

electricity supply for customers served under Rate BES were assumed to increase 

gradually at 5% per year. 

CornEd Ex. 1.3c provides the results of an analysis with the same parameters as 

the analysis in CornEd Ex. l.3a except that CornEd's overall costs to procure 

electricity supply for customers served under Rate BES were assumed to decrease 

gradually at 5% per year. 
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88 II. BACKGROUND 

89 A. Current Situation 

90 Q. Under the current supply rate design in Rate BES, are there customer groups taking , 

91 service under that tariff who are paying rates for that service that are either above 

92 or below the cost to provide that service? 

93 A. Yes. 

94 Q. What are the groups being provided with those subsidies and what are the amounts 

95 of those subsidies? 

96 A. Table l:Annual Average Supply Charges with Current Subsidies shows that substantial 

97 subsidies are currently being provided to residential customers with electric heat and to 
I, 

98 dusk to dawn lighting customers in the annual amounts of $57.4 million and $7.2 million, 

99 respectively. 

100 Q. Who is paying for these subsidies? 

101 A. These subsidies are being paid for by other customers taking service under Rate BES. As 

102 shown in Table 1, residential customers without electric heat and nonresidential 

103 customers with demands that do not exceed 100 kilowatts ("kWs") (i.e., those 

104 nonresidential customers for which electric supply service has not been declared 

105 competitive and are therefore eligible to take service under Rate BES) are paying the 

106 lion's share of these subsidies in the annual amounts of $45.9 million and $17.5 million, 

107 respectively. In other words, also as shown in Table 1, those customers bearing the lion's 

108 share of these subsidies are paying 0.186 cents per kilowatt-hour ("¢/kWh") and 

109 0.312 ¢/kWh more, respectively, on an annualized basis than they otherwise would pay. 

Table 1: Annual Average Supply Charges with Current Subsidies 
I Over I Annualized I Annualized I Difference 
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(Under) Current Cost-Based 
.. Recovery Supply Supply 

Charge Charge 
Customer Group/Subgroup $ in OOO,OOOs ¢/kWh ¢/kWh ¢/kWh 

, 
Residential Sector 

Without Electric Heat $45.9 6.897¢ 6.711¢ 0.186¢ 
With Electric Heat ($57.4) 4.519¢ 6.757¢ (2.238¢) 

Nonresidential Sector . 

Watt-Hour Without Electric Heat $1.4 7.093¢ 6.774¢ 0.319¢ 
Demand Without Electric Heat $17.5 7.032¢ 6.720¢ 0.312¢ 
With Electric Heat ($0.1 ) 6.715¢ 6.740¢ (0.025¢) 

Lighting Sector 
Dusk to Dawn Lighting ($7.2) . 2.924¢ 6.907¢ (3.983¢) 
General Lighting ($0.1 ) 6.716¢ 6.919¢ (0.203¢) 

~ote: () denotes under recovery 
110 

I. 
111 B. History 

112 Q. Are you familiar with the history associated with the supply rate design that results 

113 in the provision of the previously identified supply-related subsidies? 

114 A. Yes. 

115 Q. What are the origins of the subsidy? 

116 A. For many years prior to January 2, 2007, CornEd provided bundled electric service to 

• 
117 residential customers with electric heat under the then effective Rate 14 - Residential 

118 Service-Space Heating Customers ("Rate 14"). Rate 14 was created and implemented 

119 during "a time when the cost of power supply from CornEd's then existing generation 

120 was significantly lower in the off-peak seasons." (Commission Order, Docket No. 07-

121 0566, entered September 10, 2008, Commission Analysis and Conclusion at p. 217). 

122 That is, Rate 14 was implemented long before the introduction of competitive wholesale 

123 and retail energy markets, when CornEd was a vertically integrated utility. The offering 

124 of electric service under Rate 14 included a dramatically lower volumetric charge for 
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monthly electricity usage in 'excess of 400 kWhs during nonsmnmer monthly billing 

periods. At the time it was approved by the Commission and implemented, this lower 

volumetric charge wa~ considered reasonable because it encouraged customers to 

increase electricity usage at times when CornEd's electric generating capacity might 

otherwise sit idle. In essence, the pricing mechanism in Rate 14 approved by the 

130 . Commission was intended to provide for more efficient use of the generating facilities 

131 that CornEd once owned while obtaining contributions to the recovery of those fixed 

132 generation costs to the benefit of all customers. Similarly, historically pricing for dusk to 

133 dawn lighting customers included lower volumetric charges due to the fact that the 

134 subject lighting used electricity during off-peak periods. 
I, 

135 At the same time, overall charges paid by residential customers for electric service were 

136 not cost-based. For example, at the conclusion of the proceeding in Docket No. 94-0065, 

137 CornEd's 1994 Rate Case, charges set for residential customers provided for recovery of 

138 just 86% of that sector's cost responsibility. The 1994 Rate Case was the last time base 

13 9 rates were changed prior to the enactment of amendments to the Public Utilities Act 

140 ("Act") that instituted a restructuring of the electric utility industry in Illinois. In 

141 addition, pursuant to Section 16-111 (b) of the Act, which was included in the 

142 amendments to the Act enacted in 1997, charges for electric service paid by residential 

143 customers were reduced by 20%. This reduction served to widen the gap between what it 

144 cost CornEd to serve residential customers and the revenue responsibility assigned to 

145 such customers. 

146 Q. Do the reasons for instituting and maintaining the subsidy continue to be valid? 
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No. Following the enactment of the amendments to the Act in 1997, CornEd divested its 

generating facilities. Following that divestiture, CornEd has .procured the electricity 

supply it provides to customers through contractual arrangements. B~ginning January 2, 

2007, contractual arrangements were executed through an auction process in accordance 

with tariff provisions that were filed in Rider CPP - Competitive Procurement Process 

("Rider CPP") in compliance with the Commission's Order in Docket No. 05-0159. 

CUrrently, contractual arrangements are executed through a bidding process in 

accordance with the Illinois Power Agency Act ("IP A Act") and tariff provisions that 

were filed in Rider PE - Purchased Electricity ("Rider PE") in compliance with the 

Commission's Order in Docket No. 07-0528/07-0531 (cons) .. The charges that CornEd is 

allowed to apply for the electricity supply it procures for customers are set to recover 

only the costs CornEd incurs to meet its obligations under its contractual arrangements 

with no mark-up or profit. With the previously noted divestiture and the procurement of 

electricity supply through Illinois Power Agency administered contractual arrangements, 

the rationale for applying dramatically lower charges for electricity supply provided 

during non-summer andlor off peak periods no longer exists. 

In addition, my understanding is that the reduction in base rates for residential customers 

pursuant to the amendments to the Act enacted in 1997 was instituted at least in part to 

compensate for the reality that competitive electricity supply would not be readily 

available to residential customers for a number of years after it was made available to 

nonresidential customers. However, now a number of Retail Electric Suppliers ("RESs") 

actively market to residential customers in CornEd's service territory, and municipal 

aggregation is gaining momentum nnder the rules outlined in the IP A Act and Rate GAP 
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- Government Aggregation Protocols ("Rate GAP"). In light of these developments, the 

rationale for applying reduced pricing for electric supply service provided to residential 

custo,mers no longer exists. 

Has the supply rate design been addressed in previous proceedings? 

Yes. The supply rate design was addressed in Docket No. 05-0159, Docket No. 07-0166, 

Docket No. 07-0528/07-0531 (cons), and Docket No. 10-0467 prior to the instant 

proceeding. 

In what way was the supply rate design addressed in Docket No. 05-0159? 

In Docket No. 05-0159, which addressed electricity supply procured through the 

previously employed auction process, the Staff of the Commission expressed concern for 

customers, in particular residential customers with electric heat, and the bill impacts they 

would experience if cost-based supply rates were imposed upon them immediately 

following the mandatory transition period that was scheduled to end January 1,2007, and 

during which electric rates had been reduced, as applicable, and then frozen for several 

years. In that proceeding Staff proposed a rate design mechanism, referred to as a rate 

mitigation plan that would move customers to cost-based supply charges over an 

extended period of time. 

"Staff proposes arate mitigation plan to prevent what it describes as undue 
bill impacts arising from the auction process. Staff claims that without its 
plan, customer classes will be left to the vagaries of the auction process 
whose results will not be known for a number of months. Staff states that , 
the potential exists for individual classes to receive inordinate increases 
relative to other classes. Staff believes its proposal is essential to mitigate 
against any excessive increase in power costs individual classes may 
receIve. 

The Staff proposal would apply only to the blended (CPP-B) auction 
whose customers have the fewest alternatives to bundled power. Staff s 
proposal would limit overall bill increases for these customers to the 
greater of the following: 20% or 150% of the overall CPP-B auction 
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average. If the overall bill increase for customers within that auction is 
13.33% or less, the maximum increase for any group of customers within 
the auction would be 20%. For an overall increase greater than 13.33%, 
the 150% of auction average limit would apply. 

According to Staff, utility bills can be a significant cost for ratepayers, 
both residential and non-residential. Staff says that significant increases in 
utility bills can have a disruptive effect on ratepayers' budgets. If the 
changes are sudden, ratepayers may . not have sufficient time to make 
changes in their behaviors to absorb the higher cost. Thus, Staff claims it 
may be necessary to limit those increases to give affected customers the 
opportunity to adjust to the new paradigm by introducing rate changes on 
a gradual basis. 

It is Staff s position that bill impacts are a key regulatory issue in the 
current regulatory environment. Staff claims they were a central 
component of the Restructuring Act which enacted a rate freeze for non
residential customers and actual rate reductions of 5~20% for residential 
customers. Staff notes that by the time that new rates go into effect in 
2007, this rate freeze and reduction will have been in effect for nine years. 
Staff further asserts that the Commission has a long history of considering 
rate impacts in designing rates." (Order, ICC Docket No. 05-0159 at pp 
225-226) 

The Coriunission approved Staff's proposal in that proceeding. 

"The Commission understands that adopting a rate mitigation plan could 
impact the migration of customers from bundled service to competitive 
suppliers, which increases uncertainty for auction bidders and might 
ultimately increase the prices resulting from an auction. Nevertheless, the 
Commission believes that all things considered, Staffs mitigation 
proposal offers important protections to ratepayers and must be adopted. 
The Commission believes it is appropriate to adopt the rate mitigation 
proposal here to provide both customers and suppliers as much advance 
notice as possible. 

Finally, the Commission wishes to assure bidders in the auction that the 
rate mitigation plan adopted in this Order simply will simply reallocate 
revenue responsibility between customers and will not have any impact on 
the total revenue collect by CornEd or paid to winning bidders." (Order, 
ICC Docket No. 05-0159 at pp 231-232). 

In what way ~as the supply rate design addressed in Docket No. 07-0166? 

The following passage from the Commission's Analysis and Conclusions in the Order in 

Docket No. 07-0166 provides a summary of the manner in which supply rate design was 

addressed in that proceeding: 
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"As a result of the Commission's decision in Docket 05-0159, there is 
currently in place what is commonly referred to as the "prism" or "rate 
prism," which is a series of formulae that transforms the results of the 
Illinois Auction into retail rates for the eight supply groups and sub-groups 
in the blended segment of the Auct~on. Also approved in Docket 05-0159 
is the rate mitigation plan, which was proposed by Staff in that 
proceeding. Generally speaking, the rate mitigation plan limited increases 
for individual customer classes to a maximmn of20%; however, if the 
overall increase in the blended auction were greater than 13.33%, the 
m<)ximmn increase for an individual class would be 150% of the blended 
auction group's average increase. The rate mitigation plan was intended 
to mitigate potential large increases in the bills of customers in any given 
rate class to which the results of the blended auction segment is applied 
and is still in effect. 

In this proceeding, Staff recommends that the Commission discontinue the 
application of the rate prism to the results of the 2008 Auction as well as 
discontinue the rate mitigation plan. Staff expresses concern that use of 
the rate prism after the 2008 Auction, even with the application of the 
mitigation plan, could result in unreasonably large rate increases for some 
customers and would not ensure consistency between current and future 
rates. To address this concern, Staff proposes that all electric supply 
charges be increased or decreased by the same percentage &fier the 2008 
Auction. CNE and CornEd oppose Staffs across-the-board rate change 
proposal expressing concern about deviations from cost-based rates and 
potential adverse impacts on the competitive marketplace. Rather than 
abandon the rate prism, CornEd proposes to modify the rate mitigation 
plan such that annual rate increases for the eight supply groups in the 
blended auction of the 2008 Auction be capped at the higher of a 5% 
increase over the previous year's rates or 150% of the system-wide 
increases in rates. Staff does not believe CornEd's proposal provides 
sufficient protection for customer classes or individual customers. 

In its brief on exceptions, Staff states that elimination of the 2008 auction, 
which SB 1592 would do, would make its proposal to eliminate the prism 
and rate mitigation plan moot. (StaffBOE at 2) In its reply, CornEd 
states that if SB 1592 becomes law, the rate prism.must be reconsidered 
and some sort of method for translating procurement process results into 
actual retail rates will remain necessary. (CornEd RBOE at 2-3) 

Having reviewed the record, the Commission concludes that it is not 
appropriate to adopt Staff's proposal to eliminate the role of the rate prism 
and rate mitigation plans in establishing retail supply rates. Departure 
from cost-based revenue allocations and intra-class rates in favor of an 
across-the-board increase or decrease would be a significant action and 
whether such an action of this magnitude will be necessary to avoid 
disproportionate rate impacts resulting from the procurement of supply is 
not known at this time. 
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For similar reasons, the Commission will not adopt CornEd's proposal to 
modify the mitigation plan ,that is currently in place. While CornEd's 
proposal would not constitute as extreme of a deviation from cost-based 

. revenue allocations and intra-class rates if adopted, it is unclear today if 
the proposed change is ne.cessary. Additionally, given the manner in 
which the rate mitigation plan functions, by capping the rates at the higher 
oftwo alternatives, the record is not clear how lowering one ofthe two 
alternatives might affect the resulting rates. To the extent future 
procurement and/or delivery services rates warrant further consideration of 
Staffs or CornEd's proposal, they may be revisited at that time. 
Accordingly, the Commission will not adopt either Staffs or CornEd's 
proposal at this time. 

Finally, in light of the fact that SB 1592 has been signed into law as PA 
95-0481, the Commission believes that it may be necessary to revisit the 
rate prism and rate mitigation issues in some appropriate future forum." 
(Order Docket No. 07-0166 at pp 32-34). 

In what way was the supply rate design addressed in Docket No. 07-0528/07-0531 

(cons)? 

The following passage from the Commission's Analysis and Conclusions in the Order in 

Docket No. 07-0528/07-0531 (cons) provides a summary of the manner in which supply, 

rate design was addressed in that proceeding: 

"In the instant proceeding, CornEd proposes to limit the annual increase in· 
overall electric charges for any customer group or subgroup taking service 
under Rate BES to no more than 5% above the average increase for all 

, customers served under Rate BES. The cap would be implemented through 
adjusting the supply charges determined under Rider PE. 

Staff proposes to allocate any increase or decrease in supply charges 
resulting from the procurement of power on an across-the-board basis 
among all bundled customers. That across-the-board approach would 
include all bundled customers with demands ofless than 400 kW. Staffs 
primary concern seems to be that no customer group, or groups, receives 
an inordinate supply cost increase when supply costs change with the June 
2008 billing period. 

As the Commission understands it, CornEd's recommendation appears to 
be premised upon the assumption that the goal of any rate mitigation in 
this proceeding should be supply rates that are set in a way that continues 
to move toward cost. That is, CornEd's proposal seems to assume that the 
customers will immediately begin to move from electric rate redesign 
recently adopted in Docket 07-0166. 
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While the Commission is not under the illusion that the rates resulting 
from Docket No. 07-0166 were perfect, they were at least the result of a 
collaborative effort on the part of CornEd and Staff, as well as months of 
proceedings involving only rate mitigation issues. In contrast, the instant 
proceeding is being conducted on a much more expedited basis. It also. 
involves numerous issues going well beyond rate mitigation, and the 
record on rate mitigation is far less developed than in Docket No. 07-0166. 

As a general proposition, the Commission does not favor increasing or 
decreasing rates on an across-the-board rate basis. Such an approach, by 
definition, ignores the underlying cost of service. All else equal, the 
Commission generally prefers cost-based rates. In this case, however, 
applying the increase on an across-the-board basis would offer one benefit 
in comparison to CornEd's proposal. Staffs across-the-board proposal 
appears to begin with the rates that were recently established in Docket 
No. 07-0166, and then adjusts those rates; thus it would maintain the 
protections built into those rates in response to concerns expressed by 
customers and others about the magnitude of increases to some customers, 
particularly space-hearing customers. 

The Commission further observes that the question of how ComEd's 
supply rates should be designed over the medium or long term simply 
cannot reasonably be determined in this proceeding. In the Commission's 
view, the issue is too complicated, and there is not an adequate basis for 
making an informed decision on it. Also, it is not clear to the Commission 
what impact, if any, the expected changes to CornEd's delivery service 
rates in 2008 would or should have on CornEd's rate mitigation proposal. 
ComEd also seems to suggest that if the Commission adopts its rate 
mitigation proposal in this proceeding, it will remain in effect when supply 
rates change in subsequent years. As noted above, the limited record in the 
instant docket simply does not support the adoption of a long-term 
approach to redesigning electric rates. Rather, the Commission believes 
that, at best, it will be able to make a short-term, interim decision on how 
ComEd's supply rates should be designed in this proceeding. 

All things considered, the Commission reluctantly concludes that for 
purposes of this proceeding, it will adopt Staffs proposal to allocate any 
increase or decrease in supply charges resulting from the procurement of 
power on an across-the-board basis among all bundled customers ... 

The Commission expects the question of how ComEd's electric rates 
should be designed will be addressed in CornEd's recently opened 
delivery rate case, where rate mitigation on a total bill basis, including 
supply charges, could also be addressed. Additionally, there are other 
avenues available to redesign rates on a revenue neutral basis, should any 
party believe such a change is necessary. Especially given the uncertainty 
concerning costs and rates in the future, the Commission does not intend 
its decision to approve an across-the-board rate design in this order to limit 
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future consideration of any rate design proposal." (Order Docket No. 07-
0528/07-0531 (cons) entered Decemberl19, 2007 at pp 89-91). 

In what way was the supply rate design addressed in Docket No. lO-0467? 

The following'passage from the Commission's Analysis and Conclusions in the Order in 

Docket No. 10-0467 addresses supply rate design: 

"The Commission further adopts Staff witness Clausen's suggestion to 
initiate a Section 9-250 proceeding to address issues related to supply rate 
design regarding residential customers ... With regard to the deadline for 
completion of a final Order in that docket, that deadline should be 18 
months, which is an extraordinarily short period of time for litigation that 
is contentious. Any shorter amount of time only ensures that there will be 
inadequate discovery, inadequate development of the issues at the 
evidentiary hearing, and inadequate time for informal resolution 
(settlement) of issues, if this case is highly-contentious. It also ensures, if 
this case is highly-contentious, that rehearing is likely. 

However, if this proceeding is not highly-contentious, every effort should 
be made by the parties, Staff, and the ALl assigned to this docket to 
complete it much sooner than 18 months and otherwise as quickly as is 
possible without sacrificing due process issues like those that were just 
previously stated." (rCC Order Docket No. 10-0467, entered May 24, 
2011 at pp 249-250) 

WORKSHOP PROCESS 

. Were workshops conducted in accordance with the instructions in the initiating 

Order in this proceeding? 

Yes. Workshop sessions were conducted on August 22, 2011, August 25, 2011, 

September 19, 2011, October 12, 2011 and October 31,2011. Various parties to this 

proceeding participateci either in person or via t~leconference. 

Did the parties reach any agreement with respect to supply rate design? 

Yes. The parties generally agreed that supply charges for customers served under Rate , 

BES should be cost-based and to the extent that subsidies exist, they should be eliminated 
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with consideration gIven to gradualism, rate shock, and equity m the competitive 

marketplace. 

OPTIONS FOR MOVEMENT TO COST -BASED SUPPLY RATE DESIGN 

Is there more than one way in which the movement to cost-based supply rate design 

could be accomplished? 

Yes. Generally, there are two primary methods in which movement to cost-based rate 

design could be accomplished. Both have been employed by CornEd under the direction 

of the Commission to eliminate subsidies that occurred in the past. The first general 

method incorporates a fixed time period over which the movement to a cost-based rate 

design is accomplished. For example, when the Commission directed CornEd to 

eliminate the subsidy provided to customers with electric water heating, the instruction 

provided for the subsidy to be eliminated over ten years. In another example, when the 

end-use tariff for governmental and school buildings was eliminated, the Commission 

instructed CornEd to provide for the elimination of that tariff over a three year period. 

The second general method incorporates a cap to the level of movement that can occur in 

any given step toward cost-based rate design. The rate mitigation methodology proposed 

by Staff and approved by the Commission in Docket No. 05-0159 is an example of this 

methodology. 

Were illustrative analyses presented during the workshop process? 

Yes. An initial illustrative analysis was presented in which the movement to cost-based 

supply rate design was accomplished over a set four year period. Then at the request of 

various parties participating in the workshop process, additional illustrative analyses 

employed the second methodology that incorporates a cap to the level of movement that 
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420 can occur in any given step toward cost-based supply rate design. Specifically, one 

421 illustrative analysis incorporated a cap such a customer at the 75th percentile level of 

422 annual electricity usage in each of the residential qelivery classes would be limited to a 

423 total annual bill increase of no more than 10%. I note at this point that when I refer to 

424 "total annual bills", I am considering bills for bundled electric service customers served 

425 under Rate BES that include (1) electricity supply-related charges; (2) transmission 

426 service/charges; (3) ICC-jurisdictional delivery service charges; and (4) various non-by-

427 passable charges and adjustments, excluding state and municipal taxes. A second 

428 illustrative analysis incorporated a cap such that a customer at the ninety-fifth ("95th") 

429 
I, 

percentile level of annual electricity usage in each of the residential delivery classes 

430 would be limited to a total annual bill increase of no more than 10%. Later in this direct 

431 testimony, I address the impacts to customers in percentiles other than those for which 

432, the cap is set. Finally, a third illustrative analysis incorporated a cap such that a customer 

433 at the 75th percentile level of annual electricity usage in each of the residential delivery 

434 classes would be limited to a total annual bill increase of no more than 10%, while at the 

435 same time the overall total annual bill increase for lighting customers would be limited to 
• 

436 no more than 20%. In addition, illustrative analyses were presented in which CornEd's 

437 overall costs to procure electricity supply through the IP A -administered contracts 

438 approved by the Commission exhibit a dramatic increase for a given year compared to the 

439 ,pnor year. 

440 Q. What do you mean when you refer to a 75th percentile customer? 

441 A. In short, a customer in the 75th percentile level of annual electricity usage in a residential 

442 delivery class is a customer that uses a relatively large amount of electricity in a year 
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compared to most other customers in the same residential delivery class. Each percentile 

includes 1II00th of the customers in the delivery class. So, for example, if a delivery 

class contains 100,000 customers, there ,are 1,000 customers in each percentile (i.e., 

100,000 customers divided by 100 percentiles) and the 1,000 customers in the 75th 

percentile each have greater armual electricity usage than each of 74,000 of the other 

customers in the delivery class while only the remaining 25,000 other customers each 

have greater armual electricity usage. 

In order to analyze the illustrative methodologies addressed during the workshop process 

a "composite" customer in the 75th percentile in each residential delivery class was 

developed by taking, for each month in the 2010 calendar year, the average of the 

monthly electricity usage for all the customers in the 75th percentile in the delivery class. 

There are corresponding meanings for customers in the 95th percentile, as well as any 

other percentile. 

Assuming CornEd's overall costs to procure electricity supply remain static, how 

long will it take to move to cost-based supply charges for all customers served under 

Rate BES? 

That depends upon the methodology used and the various limitations, if any, imposed on 

the movement. For example,' as shown in CornEd Ex. 1.2a, cost-based supply charges 

would be achieved in four years under a scenario in which a cap is set at a total armual 

bill increase of no more than 10% for the 75th percentile residential customers, while at 

the same time limiting the overall total armual bill increase for lighting customers to no 

more than 20%. For the analysis, CornEd's delivery service charges were assumed to 

remain static over the period to phase in a cost-based supply rate design. Increases in 
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CornEd's overall costs to procure electricity supply for customers served under Rate BES 

or delivery service charges may result in a longer phase in period. Under this scenario, 

the 20% cap for lighting is the ~imiting factor as seen by the highlighting on page 6 of 

CornEd Ex. 1.2a. 

Assuming CornEd's overall costs to procure electricity supply increase at a gradual 

pace from year to year of 5% for example, how long will it take to have cost-based 

supply charges for all customers served under Rate BES? 

As shown in CornEd Ex. 1.2b, cost-based supply charges would be achieved in five years 

under a scenario in which a cap is set at a total aunual bill increase of no more than 10% 

for the 75th percentile residential customers, while at the same time limiting the overall 

total aunual bill increase for lighting customers to no more than 20%. Again, increases in 

delivery service charges may cause a longer phase in period. Under this scenario, the 

20% cap for lighting is the limiting factor in the first and second year of the phase in 

whereas the 10% cap on a 75th percentile residential customer is the limiting factor in the 

third and fourth year of the phase in as seen by the highlighting on page 6 of CornEd Ex. 

1.2b. 

Assuming CornEd's overall costs to procure electricity supply decrease 5% from 

year to year for example, how long will it take to have cost-based supply charges for 

all customers served under Rate BES? 

As shown in CornEd Ex. 1.2c, cost-based supply charges would be achieved in three 

years under a scenario in which a cap is set at a total aunual bill increase of no more than 

10% for the 75th percentile residential customers, while at the same time limiting the 

overall total annual bill increase for lighting customers to no more than 20%. Again, 
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increases in delivery service charges may cause a longer phase in period. Under this 

scenario, the 20% cap for lighting is the limiting factor as seen by the highlighting on 

page 6 of CornEd Ex. l.,2c. 

Could a different percentile other than the 75th be used to determine for which 

customers the cap should be set? 

Yes. 

What would happen if the 10% total annual bill increase limit is set for a percentile 

other than the 75th percentile? 

During the workshop process, CornEd analyzed a scenario similar to the scenarlO 

analyzed in CornEd Ex. 1.2a except that the total annual bill increase for lighting 

customers was not capped. That is, the movement to cost-based supply rate design for all 

customers served under Rate BES is accomplished by setting a cap at a total annual bill 

increase of no more than 10% for the 75th percentile residential customers and no cap for 

lighting customers. Under that scenario, assuming CornEd's overall costs to procure 

electricity supply remain static over the phase-in period, the 95th percentile customer 

sees an increase of 10.5% with the 10% limit applied to the 75th percentile customer. On 

the other hand, if for example, the 10% limit is applied to the 95th ]Jercentile customer, 

then the 75th percentile customer sees an increase of about 9.5%. Therefore, generally, if 

the 10% limit is set for a specific percentile, then customers in lower percentiles will have 

impacts that are less than the limit and customers in higher percentiles will have impacts 

that are greater than the limit. 

Could a different total annual bill increase percentage other than 10% be used to 

determine the level at which the cap should be set? 
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Yes. 

What would happen if the 10% total annual bill increase limit is changed to 

something IO'Yer or higher? 

Generally, if the, total annual bill increase percentage limit is decreased it will take a 

longer period of time to move to a cost-based supply rate design, and if the total annual 

bill increase percentage limit is increased it will take a shorter period of time to move to a 

cost-based supply rate design. 

Could the 20% overall total annual bill increase limit for lighting customers be ' 

changed? 

Yes. Again, if the overall total annual bill increase percentage limit is decreased it may 

take a longer period of time to move to a cost-based supply rate design, and if the overall 

total annual bill increase percentage limit is increased it may take a shorter period of time 

to move to a cost-based supply rate design. 

Do the 10% or 20% total annual bill increase limits work in the event that ComEd's 

overall costs to procure electricity supply under the IPAcadministered contractual 

arrangements approved by the Commission increase dramatically from one year to 

the next? 

They may not work. If CornEd's overall costs to procure electricity supply under the 

IPA-administered contractual arrangements increase dramatically in a given year such 

that the total annual bill increase for the customer for which the cap is in place would 

exceed the 10% (or whatever limit is set) without any movement toward cost-based rate 

design, then having a percentage limit would actually cause movement away from cost

based supply rate design and exacerbate any then existing remaining subsidies. 
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What could be employed ·to avoid that problem in the event that CornEd's overall 

costs to procure electricity supply under the IP A-administered contractual 

arra~gements approved by the Commission increase drap1atically from one year to 

the next? 

There are two potential solutions to this issue. First, a rate mitigation plan that would 

have 150% (or some other percentage greater than 100%) of the system average increase 

for the total annual bill applied to customers currently receiving supply-related subsidies, 

similar to the plan proposed by Staff and approved by the Commission in Docket No. 05-

0519, could be employed. However, this aspect of the previously employed rate 

mitigation plan was the cause of much concern pertaining to its impact on customers. 

Second, to address that concern, the employment of an across the board increase in 

supply prices in such an event (i.e., only in the year such an event occurs) may provide an 

appropriate balance between well-paced movement toward a cost-based supply rate 

design and concern for how that movement affects customers. 

Could such an across the board increase feature serve to elongate the time required 

to implement a cost-based supply rate design? 

Yes. But as I previously noted, such a feature may provide a.n appropriate balance 

between well-paced movement toward a cost-based supply rate design and concern for 

how that movement affects customers. 

Could a fixed timeframe methodology be used to move to cost-based supply rate 

design for customers served under Rate BES? 

Yes. 
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Did CornEd perform an analysis using the fixed timeframe methodology to move to 

a cost-based supply rate design in the event that CornEd's overall costs to procure 

electricity supply remain static? 

Yes. CornEd Ex. 1.3aprovides the results of an illustrative analysis in which the 

movement to a cost-based supply rate design is accomplished over a set five year period 

of time. Under this scenario, CornEd's supply costs and delivery service charges are 

assumed to remain static over the period to phase in the cost-based supply rate design. 

Did CornEd perform an analysis using the fixed timeframe methodology to move to 

a cost-based supply rate design in the event that CornEd's overall costs to procure 

electricity supply increase gradually at, for example, 5% per year? 

Yes. CornEd Ex. 1.3b provides the results of an illustrative analysis in which the 

movement to a cost-based supply rate design is also accomplished over a set five year 

period of time. Under this scenario, CornEd's supply costs are assumed to increase 

gradually at 5% per year and CornEd's delivery service charges are assumed to remain 

static over the period to phase in a cost-based supply rate design .. 

Did CornEd perform an analysis using the fixed timeframe methodology to move to 

a cost-based supply rate design in the event that CornEd's overall costs to procure 

electricity supply decrease gradually at, for example, 5% per year? 

Yes. CornEd Ex. 1.3c provides the results of an illustrative analysis in which the 

movement to a cost-based supply rate design is also accomplished over a set five year 

period of time. Under this scenario, CornEd's supply costs are assumed to decrease 

gradually at 5% per year and CornEd's delivery service charges are assumed to remain 

static over the period to phase in a cost_based supply rate design. 
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Could the illustrative five year fixed timeframe for movement to a cost-based supply 

rate design be changed to a different number of years? 

Certainly. Generally, if the set timefrarne,is a shorter period of time, the total annual bill 

impacts will be increased; conversely, if the set timefrarne is a longer period oftime, the 

total annual bill impacts will be reduced. Moreover, it is important to note that with a set 

timefrarne methodology there may be significant bill impacts if there is a year in which 

CornEd's overall costs to procure electricity supply electricity under the IPA

administered contractual arrangements increasedrarnatically. 

Is it practical to limit the movement to cost-based supply rate design to just 

residential customers? 

No. Some of the subsidy that is being provided for the benefit of residential customers 

with electric space heat is being shouldered by certain nonresidential customers. If 

supply charges for residential customers were moved to a cost-based rate design without 

a corresponding pro rata reduction in supply charges applicable to the nonresidential 

customers helping to pay for the subsidy, then the resulting supply rate design would 

result in CornEd over recovering its supply costs for the electricity supply it procures for 

customers served under Rate BES. However, it is possible to provide for a pro rata 

reduction in the supply charges applicable to the nonresidential customers helping to pay 

for the subsidy provided to residential customers to achieve revenue neutrality for 

CornEd while maintaining the subsidy provided to lighting customers and nonresidential 

customers with electric space heat. This option could be implemented by continuing to 

have the previously identified nonresidential customers continue to shoulder the portion 

of the subsidy that exists for the benefit of lighting customers and nonresidential 
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customers with electric space heat while having the supply prices for the subsidized 

nonresidential customers and lighting customers change at the same percentage as 

changes in CornEd's system aver\lge costs for electricity supply. While this option woulq 

add additional complexity to the computations required to determine supply charges 

applicable for customers served under Rate BES, it would serve to limit the movement to 

a cost-based supply rate design to the removal of the subsidy that is provided for the 

benefit of residential customers with electric space heat. This option could be 

incorporated into either the cap methodology or the fixed timeframe methodology. 

How would CornEd memorialize any methodology approved for use in moving to 

cost-based supply rate design for customers served under Rate BES? 

CornEd would make applicable revisions to the Retail Purchased Electricity Charges 

section of Rider PE to institute a methodology to phase in cost-based supply rate design 

approved by the Commission. 

CONCLUSION 

Does this conclude your direct testimony? 

Yes. 
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